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Introduction

A. 'fhree Issues: Scope, Justiciability, and Harmonization

l. First, whether to afford protection to asylum clairnants who do not meet the
Convention definition ofrefugee, but who, ifthey face expulsion, would be
subject to a "real risk oftorture or of inhuman and degrading treatment and
punishment." (The scope of Complementary Protection.)

2. Second, the fact that most schemes ofprotecting such individuals are ca¡ried
out on an ad hoc basis and purely on the grounds of executive decision-
making, thus not involving any independent, judicial resolution of claims to
such protection. (The.j us ticiabilily of Complementary Protection.)

Third, the lack ofinternational norms in this area, thus leading States to adopt
their own schemes without reference to common standards that would
encourage burden-sharing and serve as a benchmark against which States
(and parties such as the TINHCR and NGOs) could evaluate their scope of
protection. (The harmonÌzalloø of Complementary Protection.)

Additional Perspectives and Issues. Parlicipants in ths discussion regarding
Cornplementary Protection, coming at the issue from varying perspectives, have
identified the following trends and concerns (among others), many of which are
mentioned in Hugo Storey's paper.

The current trend in many nations towdrds restriction ofaccess to asylunt,
or at least to some of the social/employment benefits that previously have
been granted to asylum-seekers. The vast increase in the number ofasylum
applications in some countries, most of which are not granted, and in some
cases are found to be frivolous or fraudulent, contributes to this trend, as does
the concern that seeking asylum can be a "back door" to avoid rules relating
to legal irnmigration. LIow will enhancing or harmonizing schen,es of
Cornplementary Protection affect this trend? Will political leaders view
Cornplementary Protection as adding to nrigration burdens, or potentially
mitigating those burdens?

llhelher Complementary Prcteclion wíll truly complemenl or in pr.actice,
stifle, the further develol:rnent of national and international refugee law.

a. A Research Report prepared under the direction ofJames Hathaway
(1992-1997) suggested a reformulated approach to international
refugee law that did uot altel or amend the definition of"refugee" in
the l95l Convention and 1967 Protocol. Rather, the Report

B.
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suggested a renewed look at temporary protection ancl residual
solutions for refugees of long duration. This Report referred to the
purpose of reform (quoting Bill Frelick of the US Committee on
Refugees) as devising "a system that allows persons faceci with
serious harm in their home countries universalìy to seek and enjoy
protection from such harm." This could result in "a broader (if
shallower) level ofprotection for most ofthe world's refugees.,, The
project of defining and harmonizing international standards for
Complementary Protection would appear to be consistent with this
"reformulated approach."

b. Other advocates would express concern that the availability of
Complementary Protection could have the effect of retarding the
extension ofprotection under the Refugee Convention. It is alleged
that this could happen in two ways:

( 1) Complementary Protection could be established as a de jure
substitute for asylum/refugee protection, meaning that
persons granted Complementary Protection will be prohibited
from access to more durable forms ofprotection.

(2) By providing the option of Complementary Protection to
categories such as battered women, those fleeing armed
conflict, and those threatened by ingrained cultural practices
(e.g., Female Genital Mutilation), for example, States will
make it less likely that asylum and refugee jurisprudence will
move in the direction of recognizing such persons as
Convention refugees. While formalizing the concept of
Complementary Protection is a worthy objective, parlicularly
within structures of international law, some argue that
Complementary Protection may "freeze in time" the further
development of refugee under the Convention. (The
Hathaway Report responded to such concerns by referencing
'1he political dimension"- the reality that any broadening of
refugee protection would unlikely be accepted if it resulted in
a dramatic increase in permanent resettlements.)

The "magnet effect":

a. The availability of Complemer.rtary Protection could encourage flight,
particularly to more distant "host countries" in which the benefits of
Complementary Protection are relatively generous.
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C.

b. Ihe magnet effect should be considered not only vis-a-vis incentives
for individual migrants to leave their homelands, but for them to seek
out the aid of international alien smuggling enterprises that are able
to move migranls from continent to continent.

c. The magnet effect is exacerbated by the lack of credible and
enforceable policies for return of applicants to their home countries
when their applications for protection are denied, or when the
circumstances leading to a grant ofprotection have changed.

The "deterrent effecî " ofcurrenl legal lrends and individual circumstances.
Legal bauiers regarding access to asylum or difficulties in accessing refugee
adjudication procedures o\¡/ing to personal/social circumstances or
circumstances ofmigration can deter valid claims for protection. Categories
vulnerable jn this manner can include children; women, especially those
smuggled for commercial purposes; abandoned and battered women; the
handicapped; and migrants uprooted by sudden warfare or natural disaster.
They also may include nationals of countries whose economies or
social/political systems are so damaged that the host corurtry, while unwilling
to offer permanent status, also is unwilling to compel return.

5. The "cumulative ffict" ofadding new obligations ofprotection. The desire
to regularize, codify, and harmonize standards ofComplementary Protection
is understandable. However, it will have the effect of pushing against the
boundaries ofprotection obligations that States believed they agreed to when
they signed on to instruments such as the Refugee Convention and the
Convention Against Torture. (For example, much discussion of
Complementary Protection seems an effort to protect persoDs who are not
within the scope of the CAT as set forth by article 16 of the CAT.)
Executive-based schemes of protection may achieve many of the goals of
Complementary Protection without contributing to a sense that the
enforceable "obligation" to provide protection is ever-expanding in scope.

Objectives. This Outline will attempt to accomplish the following:

1. Provide perspectives regarding the potential scope, jusliciability, and
harmonizalion of schemes of Complementary Protcction.

2. Critically examine proposals for an enhanced judicial role in Complementary
Protection (which assumes a case-by-case adjudication) as against the option
of blanket, temporary prolection offered to all nationals of designated
countries. How can such an enhanoed role ailvance the goals of
Compiementary Protection without becoming an undue burden?
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Propose that Complementary Protection address as a priority the concerns of
"vulnerable categories" deterred from access to procedures for determining
Convention refugee status. This can include aprocess for return ofthose who
are economic migrants, while affording protection for those who are not.

Propose a specific role for immigration and refugee law judges in:

a. identifring the chief issues that should be addressed in devising
national schemes of Complementary Protection and regional and
international understandings regarding the same;

b. helping to deterrnine whether "blanket protection', or ,,case-by-case

adjudication" is the "best practice" for Complementary protection;

c. advancingunderstandingoftherelationshipbetweenComplemelÌtary
Protection and protection traditionally afforded under the Convention.

u. Is Complementary Protection an Obligation of Internaúional Law?

A. Emergence of an International Norm

l.

4.

Legal commentators generally agree that a norm of temporary p¡otection for
certain classes of non-Convention refugees has emerged, based on
international understandings, State practice, and international cooperation in
addressing particular crises.

The jurisprudential basis for the norm of ternporary or complementary
protection, however, is less clear. The "norm" is based more on what States
actually do, individually or collectively, than upon an agreed set of legal
principles that are enforced within the legal systems ofparlicular countries,
as in the case ofthe Refugee Convention.

Thus, while temporary protection may be a "norm," adherence to the norm
remains in control of Executive policy-making - even if that policy-making
has been made more transparent.

A recent excepti on is The Convenfion Against T'orlzlre 
-this 

provides a morc
certainjurisprudential basis that may remove questions ofscope ofprotection
from the exclusive domain ofexecutive policy-makers and into tliejudiciary.
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5. Further clarihcation of international norms relating to Complementary
Protection is likely to emerge as part of a process of regionul og.eements on
this issue.

B. International Understandings on De Facto Refugees

|. United Nolions.

2.

General Assembly authorized UNHCR to act on behalf of rnass
influxes ofpersons who may not meet the definition of a refugee but
who, nonetheless, find themselves in need of refuge as a result of
man-made events over which they have no control. G.A. Resolution
3454, U.N. GAOR,3Oth Sess., Supp. No. 34 at 92, UN Doc. A/10034
(re7s).

Example - Convention Against Torlure;

Article 3 provides that "No State Party shall expel, return
("refouler") or extradite a person to another State where there
are substantial grounds for believing that he would be in
danger or being subjected to torture." See Convention
Against Tofture, G.A. res. 39/46, an¡ex, 39 U.N. GAOR
Supp. (No. 51) af 197, U.N. Doc. Al39l5l (1984).

Article I defines tofiure as any act by which severe pain or
suffering, whether physical or mental, is intentionally
inflicted on a person for such purposes as obtaining from him
or her or athird person info¡mation or a confession, punishing
him or her for an act he or she or a third person has
committed, or intimidating or coercing him or her or a third
person, or for any reason based on discrimination ofany kind,
when such pain or suffering is inflicted by or at the instigation
of or with the consent or acquiescence of a public official or'

other person acting in an official capacity.

Convention on the Specific Aspects of Refugee Prohletns in tlfrica
(Organization of African Unity, 1975). Extends protection to "every person
who, owing to external aggression, occupation, foreign domination or events
seriously disturbing public order in either part or the whole ofhis country of
origin or nationality, is compelled to leave his place ofhabitual residence in
order to seek refuge in another place outside his country of origin or
nationality".

(i)

(2)
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C.

3. Cartagena Declaration (Organization ofAmerican States, 19g5), adopted by
l0 Latin American states in 1984, expands the Convention refugee definition
to include those who flee their country because their ,,lives, safety, or
freedom have been threatened by generalized violence, foreign aggression,
internal conflicts, massive violation ofhuman rights, or other circumstances
that have seriously disturbed public order. 'lhe General Assembly of the
Organization of American States approved this definition in 198 5.

4. European Union: In an October 14,1996 Council Resolution laying down
the priorities for co-operation in the field ofjustice and home affairs for the
period from July 1, 1996 to June 30, 1998, this body committed itself at
paragraph 4(g) to "examination of forms of alternative protection (de facto
protection and humanitarian residence permits)." (Storey paper, Heading B).

State Prâctices

2.

A summary ofindividual State practices is beyond the scope ofthis Outline.
Our focus on practices in the United States will illustrate both the
development and current practice of Complementary Protection in one
leading "host country."

In general, Complementary Protection appears to take three forms:

a. Deferral or suspension of fo rced rett¡rn without limitqtion onrigh| fo
seek Convention refugee status (asylum) or permanent residence.

b. Deferral or suspension offorced return with limitqtion on rights to
seek Convention refugee protection (asylum) or other grant of
permanent residence.

c. Provision of temporary "safe haven" in territory controlled by host
country, but with no general access to the host country.

Some countries, such as the United States, have offered all three of these
forms ofprotection. Moreover, certain groups have'1noved" from a lower
to a higher level of protection, particularly after having been granted a
lengthy period of "temporary" protection. But key differences surounding
the ¡.,pc olprotection do exist.

Key differences also exist as to the scope ofptoteclion. In the United States,
the recent designation ofCentral American countries devastated by I{urricanc
Mitch for purposes ofTemporary Protected Status highlighted the availability
of such relief in cases of natural disaster. Other countries lirnit formal
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D.

Complementary Protection schemes to conditions thal ale nlore akin to
concerns of the Refugee convention - warfare, civil strife, and ethnic
cleansing. (Such concems have led to grants ofTemporary Protected Status
in the United States as well.)

United States: Not a Judicially Enforceable Obligation

1. A key issue in furlhe¡
Complementary Protection
States flnd such norms to
legislation.

development of international norms for
is whether the judicial systems of individual
be self-enforcing in the absence of specific

3.

In the United States, the answer thus far is negative; the (administrative)
Immigration Courts and Board of Immigration Appeals, and the
(constitutional) Federal circuit courts and the Supreme CouÍ have declined
to find ajudicially-enforceable right to Complementary Protection outside of
that expressly authorized by Congress and implernented by regulation.

Matter o.f Medina, 19I&N Dec.734 (BIA 1988)

a. Neither the Geneva Convention Relative to the Protection ofCivilian
Persons in Time of War, nor customary international law, create a
potential remedy from deportation that can be sought by individual
aliens in deportation proceedings over and above that provided by the
Immigration and Nationality Act (INA), as implemented by
regulation. Accord, Matter of Dunar, 14I&N Dec. 3 10 (BIA 1973)
(Afticle 33 ofRefugee Convention did not require alteration in then-
existing U.S. law providing protection against persecution).

b. The Immigration Judge's and the Board's jurisdiction is limited by
statute and regulation.

c. 'Ihis limitation extends to avenues of Complementary Protectionthat
exist under U.S. law, but are administered by Executive branch
policy-makers (as opposed to Executive branch "quasi-judicial"
administrative judges). Thus, as discussed above, Medina denied an
individual applicant's claim for "extended voluntary depaÍure," a

form of complementary reliefthat had not been glanted as a blanket
form ofrelielto persons ofher nationality.

Federal courls have upheld the Medina principle, holding in addition that
they lack authority to compel the Executive to grant Complementary
Protection to particular nationalities or individual s. See Galo-Garcia y. INS,
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86 F.3d 9 I 6 (gth Cir. 1996); Bradvica v. INS, 128 F.3d 1009 (7th Cir. 1 997);
Echeverria-Hertnndez v. INS,923 F.2d 688 (9th Cir. 1991).

5. Matter of H-M-V-, Interim Decision 3365 (BIA 1998)

a. Even in the area of the Convention Against Torture, the Board of
Immigration Appeals held that Article 3 of the Convention is not a
"self-executing treaty," and thus, the BIA and Immigration Courts
lack jurisdiction to adjudicate a claim under the Convention absent
specific legislation implementing its provisions.

b. Subsequent fo H-M-V-, Congress implemented the provisions of
Article 3, and the Convention Against Torture now serves as a form
ofComplementary Protection in the United States. See section2242
ofthe ForeignAffairs Reform and Restructuring Act of1998, enacted
as Division G of the Omnibus Consolidated and Emergency
Supplemental Appropriations Act for Fiscal Year 1999, pub. L. No.
105-277,1 12 Stat. 2681-761, 822 (OcL. 21, 1998).

Harmonization: Opportunities and Obstacles

1 . Perceived inconsistencies and the lack oftransparency in Executive decisions
to grant Complementary Protection have led to proposals for more fonnal and
integrated international understandings. These would both more clearly
define the obligations of States, and potentially provide for case-by-case
adjudication of claims in a system that is not dependent upon Executive
designation of cerlain countries to which persons will not be returned.

2. Securing the agreement of States to such a course will depend upon their
perspective: Will a State be burdened by new and unwanted obligations
beyond that which it already has accepted? Or will the State benefit ftom an
opportunity to ratif its current practices within an international framework,
and thus define (and limit) its expected obligations in the future?

3. A similar set of questions need to be considered by tlrose who advocate a
more prominent judicial role.

a. Since immigration and asylum adjudication processes in many host
countries are already over-burdened, contributing to delays both in
granting relief to deserving applicants and in executing removal of
failed applicants, is it prudent to add a new burden ofadjudication?
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4.

b. What decisions relating to Complementary Proteotion migl.rt best be
reserved to the Executive? Are blanket, nationality-based grants of
relief genuinely inconsistent with the existence of international
norms?

c. What decisions relating to Complementary Proteotion are best suited
for the judiciary?

The Outline will l eturn to these and related questions in subsequent headings.

llL Perspectives on Scope of Complementary Protection - United States

A. Background

2.

1.

The Storey paper proposes that claims to complementary protection, as is the
case with asylum and other matters that may result in return to an alien's
native country, should be safeguarded through a full and fair hearing before
an imparlial body. "A mismatch is seen to exist between on the one hand a
sophisticated rights-based system for deciding refugee status and on the other
hand a system based largely on national policy and governmental discretion
subj ect to little judicial supervision." (Head A, fl6)

The history of procedures for Complementary Protection in U.S. law minors
this description. Congress and the executive have from time to time
determined that certain aliens not eligible for protection under traditional
categories of political or religious persecution shou.ld nevertheless be
protected from deportation.

The impetus for developing new forms of complementary protection in the
United States historically has arisen from the same types of conce¡ns
mentioned by the drafters of the Geneva Convention: the need fìrr
humanitarian protection of displaced persons who may not qualify as

Convention refugees.

rühile numerous forms of protection, including simple discretionary non-
enforced orders of deporlation, have been used, three types of mechanisrns
have been most prominent: Parole, Voluntary Departure, and Temporary
Protected Status. In addition, immigration Judges have the authority to grant
certain discretionary forms of relief that, while not directly designed to
provide protection to aliens who have l'led conditions of potential harrn,
nevertheless provide such protection. (Suspension of
Deporlation/Cancellation of Removal - discussed below).
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The following discussion will focus on those lòrms of Complemenlary
Protection with a lengthy period of application in U.S. law. The recent
change to permit adjudication of clairns for protection under the Convention
Against Torture will be addressed in Fleading IV.

c.

Parole.

1 . The blanket form of relief known as parole was originally designed as a tool
through which the Attorney General could allow individual inadmissible
aliens into the United States for "emergent reasons or reasons deemed strictly
in the public interest. " (Section 212(d)(5) of the INA.)

2. The Executive branch increasingly used parole authority to admit large
groups ofde facto refugees into the United States. For example, president
Eisenhower first used parole in this manner to bring nearly 40,000 refugees
from the 1956 Hungarian revolution into the United States. Similarly,
President Carter used parole authority to admit Cuban "Marielitos" in 1980.

3. When Congress enacted Temporary Protected Status in 1990 (see discussion
below), it stated that TPS should be the exclusive means of providing
temporary protection to otherwise deportable aliens present in the United
States.

4- Parole authority continued to be used to admit de facto refugees into the
United States; notably with Haitians in 1992 and Cubans in 1995.
Congressional dissatisfaction with this use ofparole authority led to a 1996
amendment to section 212(d)(5) to specify that parole may be granted ,,only

on a case by case basis for urgent humanitarian reasons or significant public
benefit." This had the effect of curtailing the Executive's authority to use
parole as a means of admitting large groups of de facto refugees into the
United States.

Extended Voluntary Departure

1. Background - Voluntary Departure

a. "Voluntary Departure" (V/D) is a discretionary form of relief,
authorized by Congress since 1952, that may be granted by an
lmmigration Judge in lieu of a formal order of deportation against a
deportable alien. (Voluntary Departure also may be granted by the
Immigration and Naturalization Service priorto an alien being placed
in deportation proceedings.)
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b. V/D reliefis ti¡e-liniited, and unless the tirne period is extended, an
alien who fails to depart is subject to an automatic order of
deportation. (Currently, the maximum grant is for 120 days.)

Extended Voluntary Depafule (EVD) - Authority and Justiciability

a. EVD was created by the Executive Branch in 1960 to provide a
temporary grant of blanket relief for nationals of ce¡tain countries
who feared returning to their homelands. EVD was justified as an
exercise of prosecutorial discretion in enforcing the immigration
laws.

The statutory authority for EVD was unclear. Section 242(b) ofthe
INA provided that the INS could forego instituting deportation
proceedings in the case of any alien unwilling to depart the rJnited
States; it did not expressly provide that the timetable for such
departure could be extended so that, in effect, an alien would nolhave
to deparl. Nevertheless, Congress generally acquiesced in this form
of Executive decision-making, particularly because prior to enactment
of the Refugee Act of 1980, there existed only limited mechanisms
in U.S. law for those fleeing persecution to be granted legal status.

The Board of Immigration Appeals, i¡ Markr oJ Medina, 19 I&N
Dec. 734,746 (1988), noted that voluntary departure and extended
voluntary departure are "fundamentally different forms of relief."
Under $ 242(b), as noted above, is that the alien is unwilling andlor
unable to depart the United States, and is designed to allow lhe alien
to remain indefrnitely in the U.S. Thus, the Board held that its
jurisdiction (and that of Immigtation Judges) to gtant voluntary
departure did not give it jurisdiction over claims to EVD.

In Holel & llestaurant Employees Union Local 25 v. Smith,594
F.Supp 502 (D.D.C. 1984), aff'd in part, rev'd in part, 804F.2d 1256
(DC Cir. 1986), and reh'g granted andvacated, 808 F.2d 847 (D.C.
Cir. 1987), the Federal courts affirmed the complete discretion ofthe
Attorney General over EVD, and thus rebuffed a claim by certain
Salvadorans that the failure to extend EVD to them was
unconstitutionally discriminatory.
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EVD - Applioation

a. EVD was granted by the Immigration and Naturalization Service,
upon recommendation of the State Depafment, to nationals of 15
oountries between 1960 and 1982. Countries whose nationals were
granted EVD were either involved in Cold War-related conflicts (e.g.
Nicaragua) or afflicted by egregious and systemic violations of
human rights (e.g., Uganda and Ethiopia). The countries included:
Cuba, Czechoslovakia, Chile, Cambodia, Vietnam, Laos, Lebanon,
Ethiopia, Uganda, Hungary, Romania, Iran, Nicaragua, Afghanistan,
Pola¡d and the Dominican Republic.

b. Congress eventually granted the "durable solution" of permanent
resident status to many recipients of EVD: to Cubans in 1966, to
Indochinese in 1977 , andto nationals of Poland, Ethiopia, and others
in 1987. Temporary protection thereby became permanent.
However, only Congress has the authority to grant such permanent
resident status to persons who do not qualify for asylum or otherwise
qualify for permanent residence under standard categories (family-
sponsored or employer-sponsored).

c. In the late 1980s, the executive devised the concept of "Defened
Enforced Departure" as a mechanism to give about 80,000 Chinese
nationals protection from deportation. In 1992, under the Chinese
Students Protection Act, Congress repeated the process mentioned
above by granting permanent resident status to those granted DED.
Again, this was nationality-specific.

Temporary Protected Status (TPS)

l. TPS - Background

a. The uncertain authority and perceived lack ofuniformity in granting
EVD protection to vulnerable illegal aliens, coupled with the
Government's reluctance to deport any significant number of the
thousands of Salvadorans who fled civil war conditions in the 1980s,
led Congress to enact Temporary Protected Status (TPS) as paft of
Imrnigration Act of 1990, Act ofNov. 29, 1990, Pub. L. No. 101-649.

b. By providing specific criteria for designation ofbeneficiaries, and by
defining the benefits granted, the enactment ofTPS addressed many,
though not all, of the deficiencies in the ambiguous EVD program.
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2.

Codifying the temporary protection practice through TPS enabled
Congress to set more specific and consistent standards for the
designation ofa foreign state and a formal application process for the
determination of eligible beneficiaries; moreover the decisions to
extend, grant or terminate temporary protected status are subject to
public scrutiny.

TPS - Standards

The statute provides that the Attorney General may designate the
nationals of a foreign State who are already present in the U.S. as

eligible for TPS under any ofthe following three conditions:

(1) there is an ongoing armed conflict within the state and, due to
such conflict, requiring the return ofaliens who are nationals
of that state to that state (or to the part of the state) would
pose a serious threat to their personal safety;

(2) there has been an earthquake, flood, drought, epidemic, or
other environmental disaster in the state resulting in a
substantial, but temporary, disruption of living conditions in
the area affected, and

the foreign state is unable, temporarily, to handle
adequately the return to the state of aliens who are
nationals ofthe state, and

(b) the foreign state officially has requested designation
under this subparagraph, or

there exist extraordinary and temporary conditions in the
foreign state that prevent aliens who a¡e nationals ofthe state
from returning to the state in safely, unless the Attorney
General finds that permitting the aliens to remain temporarily
in the United States is contrary to the national interests ofthe
ljnited States.

Nationals ofa state designated for TPS must have been present in the
United States wften lhe designation was made, and they must register
for TPS benefits during a registration period of not less than 180
days.

a.

(a)

(3)

b.
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c. Beneficiaries must be otherwise adrnissible to the Urìited States;
however, most grounds of inadmissibility may be waived. Certain
categories of aliens inadmissible to the United States, including
criminals and those who have engaged in persecution, may not
receive a waiver and are not eligible for TPS. See 8 C.F.R. 5244.4.

TPS - Benefits

A person granted TPS cannot be deported during the TPS period.
INA $ 2aa(a)(1)(A).

(1) Although TPS is administered solely by rhe INS, aliens in
removal proceedings can raise TPS as a defense to removal if
their country has been designated.

(2) Also, if an eligible applicant is in removal proceedings, the
INS and the Immigration Judge shall notify him ',in a form
and language" he understands ofthe availability ofTpS. INA
$ 2aa(a)(3). Proceedings most often are "administratively
closed" if an eligible person chooses to apply for TPS.

A tecipient ofTPS shall be granted employment authorization during
the initial TPS period with the ability to extend. INA g 2aa(a)(l)(B)
and (2).

The recipient shall not be detained, except for cases of criminality or
danger to society. INA $ 244(dX4).

d. The recipient may travel abroad with permission. INA $ 244(Ð(3).

e. The recipient may adjust or change immigration status and is
considered to be in lawful status for these purposes, as long as the
recipient was not out ofstatus prior to his TPS grant. INA $ 244(Ð(4).

TPS - Appellate Review

b.

There is no judicial review of any determination with respect to a

designation ofTPS, nor ofa termination or extension ofa designation
of 'l'PS status. INA $244(bX5XA).

Administrative review from the denial of TPS status to a parlicular
applicant is available before the Administrative Appeals Unit (a
division of the INS, not an Immigration Judge). 8 C.F.R. ô 244.10.
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5. Countries currently designated. Nationals ofthese countries are eligible to
apply only if they were plesent in the United States as of the date of
designation.

a. Bosnia./Hercegovina
(1) Designated August 10, 1992
(2) Application period through August 10, 1993
(3) Extended through August 10,2000

b. Burundi
(1) Designated November 4,1997
(2) Application period through November 3, 1998
(3) Extended through November 2, 2000

c. Guinea-Bissau
(1) Designated March 11, 1999
(2) Application period through March 10, 2000

d. I-Ionduras and Nicaragua
(1) Designated January 5, 1999
(2) Application period through July 5, 1999; recently extended

application period through AugusT 20, 1999

e. Montserrat
(1) Designated August 28, 1997
(2) Application period through August27,1998
(3) Extended ttuough August 27,2000

f. Kosovo
(l) Designated June 9, 1998
(2) Application period through June 8, 1999
(3) Extended through June 8, 2000

g. Sierra Leone
(l) Designated November 4, 1997
(2) Application period through Noveinber 3, 1998
(3) Extended through November 2, 2000

h. Somalia
(1) Designated September 16,1991
(2) Application period through September 16,1992
(3) Extended through September 17,2000
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i. Sudan
(1) Designated Nov ember 4,1997
(2) Application period through November 3, 1998
(3) Extended through November 2,2000

6. Countriespreviouslydesignated

a. El Salvador
(1) Designated November 29,1990
(2) Terminated June 30, 1992, but DED extended for nationals of

El Salvador through December 31, 1994.
(3) Many El Salvadorans were later granted ability to apply for

"suspension of deportation," a discretionary form of relief
leading to a grant ofpermanent resident status (with rights to
family unity and to petition for family members abroad)
under rules more generous than those generally applicable.

b. Kuwait
(l) Designated March 27, l99l
(2) Terminated March 27, 1992. Kuwaitis were granted DED

through December 31, 1993.

c. Liberia
(1) DesignatedMarch27,199l
(2) Terminated September 28,1999
(3) Liberia is the single case in which a period of re-registration

was established, bringing forward the date on which
applicants had to be present in the U.S. to qualify.

d. Rwanda
(1) Designated June 7, 1994
(2) Terminated December 6, 1997

7. Significant countries not designated
a. Haiti
b. Guatemala
c. Cuba
d. Ethiopia/Eritrea
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Safe Flaven

1991-1992 Haitian interdiction and refugee screening policy.

In 1981, the U.S. entered into agreement with the government of
Haiti to permit interdiction and direct repatriation of Haitian nationals
fleeing by boat.

Interdiction included a cursory screening to determine if any
interdictees deserved refugee protection. The quality ofthis
screening was widely criticizedby refugee advocates, leading
to changes in screening and protection policy in the 1990s.

A small number of Haitians were paroled into the U.S. duting
the 1980s as a result olthis screcning process.

In 1991-92, the massive outflow of Haitians after the military coup
led to a different policy. Interdicted Haitians were brought to the
U.S. naval base in Cuba, and screened to determine if they had a

"credible fear" of persecution, defined as having a reasonable
possibility of meeting the Convention refugee definition. These
"screened-in" Haitians were paroled to the U.S. to apply for asylum.

c. In May 1992, the continued high volume of interdictions led the Bush
administration to stop screening and to return interdicted Haitians.
An "in-country" refugee adjudication process was established by the
U.S. in Port-au-Prince; interdicted and returned Ilaitians were
encouraged to apply there. Hundreds were reseltled in U.S. through
this program.

1994 "Safe l-Iaven" Policy

Interdiction and return policy was again reversed in May 1994, to
allow interdicted Haitians to apply for admission as refugees.

Nrunber of Haitians fleeing increased. After four weeks ofscrecning
interdicted Haitians for admission as refugees, the policy changed,

again; Haitians would be offered "safe haven" outside thc U.S.

Naval base in Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, was principal site for "safe
haven." l'lre cligibility screening proccss was gencrous.

(1)

(2)

b.
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Brief (20 minute) interviews by INS officers (mix of Asylum
and Enforcement officers), with review by senior ofhcers.

"Applicants" for safe haven were asked to state sotne basis for
fearing return to Haiti.

A small number of crininals identified and detained
separately for immediate return to Haiti.

Remainder were confined to camps at Guantanamo. Most
voluntarily returned after U.S. occupation of llaiti later in
1994; others were involuntarily repatriated in early 1995.

"Safe haven" illustrated the basic dilemmas of Complementary Protection

"Broad" vs. "Deep" protection

1994 program achieved goal of "b¡oad, if not deep"
protection. Virtually 100 percent ofinterdictees were granted
protection from compulsory return to llaiti, which was a
major goal of entities such as UNHCR. They did not,
however, have the opportunity to apply for asylum and
permanent resettlement in the U.S., regardless of their
individual circumstances.

(2) In contrast, approximately two-thirds ofinterdictees screened
in the 1992 program were returned involuntarily to Haiti at a
time when the conditions prompting the exodus (military
government) remained inplace. Those who were paroled into
the U.S. did have access to asvlum.

Durable solutions: Retum vs. Re."ttte-"nt

The Flaitians granted "safe haven" in 1994 uniformly returned
to Haiti (most voluntarily).

The 1992 parolees, even those not granted asylum, stayed in
U.S. and were eventually granted permanent resident status
by legislation passed in 1998.

'Ihe ultimate "durable solution" for these two groups!
therefore, was determined by when and where they were
granted protection.

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(t)

(1)

(2)

(3)
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Other examples of "safe haven," resettlement, and repatriation

Cubans: U.S. detained Cuban interdictees at Guantanamo Ëlay in
1994-1995. Most were eventually resettled in the U.S. as part of an
overall agreement that now permits direct interdiction and return of
Cubans. (hr-country "refugee" processing available through U.S.
interests section in Flavana).

htdochinese: U.S. participated in Comprehensive Plan of Action,
which resulted in resettlement of hundreds of thousands of
Vietnamese "boat people" and other refugees of 1970s and 1980s era
conflicts in Indochina. Scores ofthousands also were returned under
international guarantees ofprotection and human rights monitoring.
U.S. in-country "refugee" processing also available in Vietnam.

"Special" Refugees - Lautenberg Categolies and Coercive Farnily Planning

L Laulenberg Amendment:

The U.S. overseas refugee admissions program, which admits
approximately 80,000 applicants per year, is not strictly guided by the
Convention refugee defi nition.

Under the "Lautenberg Ameudment," enacted by Congress in 1989
and extended each year, applicants ofparlicular religions and groups
in Eastern Europe and Southeast Asia ueed only show a "credible
basis of concern" relating to discrimination or harm in order to be

eligible for refugee resettlement in the U.S.

Admissions of individuals in these categories who fall outside the
scope ofthe Convention definition ouglrt to be regarded as a form of
Complementary Protection. In such cases, it is Congressional policy-
makers, not the Executive, that have dehned the scope of such
protection.

Coercive Family P lanning

Beginning in 1988, the Attorney General directed asylum
adjudicators in the Immigration and Naturalization Service to give
"careful consideration" to Chinese nationals who refused coercivc
abortion or sterilization "as a matter of conscience."
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Interim regulations issued in January 1990 sought to interyret the
statutory definition of "refugee" to include claims based on
threatened or completed coercive family planning measures (abortion
or sterilization). This was followed by an Executive Order of the
President, No. 12,71l, stating that "enhanced consideration" should
be given to such claims.

The BIA, however, balked at recognizing such claimants as refugees
and granting asylum. In Matter of Chang,20 I&N Dec. 38 (1989),
affirmed by Matter of G-,20 I&N Dec. 764 (1995), the Board held
that since China's policies regarding family planning constituted laws
of general application, the enforcement of those policies did not
constitute persecution on account of one of the 5 protected grounds,
unless it were established that the enforcement was intended as a
specific punishment for a person's religious or political beliefs.

High-ranking officials in the INS and at the Justice Department
disagreed personally with the BIA's decision, and continued to
provide special consideration ofsuch claims, at least in circumstances
where Immigration Judges had found the claims to be based on
credible evidence.

Congress finally stepped in to resolve the issue. Section 601 (a) ofthe
Illegal Immigration Reform and Immigrant Responsibility Act of
1996 amended the statutory definition of "refugee" (section
101(a)@2) of the Act) to state that a person forced to undergo an
abortion or sterilization, or who has been persecuted for resisting a
policy of coercive family planning, shall be deemed to have been
persecuted on account ofpolitical opinion.

Since this change has been made to the definition ofrefugee itself, it
can be debated whether this amounts to a form of Complementary
Protection, or whether it is merely a case ofCongress clarifying its
intent regarding the proper scope ofrefugee protection. In fairness,
it appears to be a hybrid - Congress has provided protection in this
paficular circumstance, and has limited grants ofasylurn onthis basis
to 1,000 per year (as a means of reducing any magnet effect). Thus,
while these claims are adjudicated as asylum clairns, the process by
which this issue was settled has the earmarks of Complementary
Protection.
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G. Discretionary Forms of Relief

1. Certain aliens without legal status who can establish long-time continuous
residence in the U.S., good moral character, and hardship resulting from
removal may be granted reliefin the form of"cancellation of rernoval."

The standards for such relief (forrnerly known as "suspension of
deportation") were made more strirgent in the lllegal Immigration Reform
and Immigrant Responsibility Act of 1996, as pad ofa general crackdown on
illegal migration.

b.

Required length of residence raised from 7 to l0 years, and
significant breaks in residence will disqualify.

Time-in-residence carulot accrue after applicanthas been charged and
placed in removal proceedings.

No relief available if applicant has committed a crime that would
make the applicant deportable.

Hardship mustbe "exceptional and extremely unusual" in nature, and
must be to a qualifying immediate family member who does have
legal status in U.S. Hardship to applicant alone is not sufficient.

t.

4.

Traditionally, conditions in the country oforigin ofthe type that would give
rise to an application for asylum are not considered in the calculation of
"hardship." This was, in part, to prevent "suspension of deportation" from
becoming a secondary form ofrelieffor failed asylum-seekers.

In some cases, however, aliens denied asylum have qualified for this type of
reliefdue to the nature ofthe equities they have acquired in the U.S.

New, more stringent standards will likely diminish the number of such grants
and lessen the availability of this relief to be consideled as a form of
"complementary protection" for long-resident but failed asylum applicants.

Somewhat ironically, the stringency ofthe new standards flor Cancellalion of
Removal led Congress in 1997 and 1998 to grant exceptions to pafiicular
nationalities (El Salvadorans, Guatemalans, Nicaraguans, and Haitians),
either by grauting them direct access to permanent residence, or the
oppoÍurlity to apply for suspension of deportation under the standards
prevailing prior to 1996.

d.

6.
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II. Issues Unresolved in U.S. Complemcntary Protection

As this outline demonstrates, the history of Complementary Protection in the
U.S. has largely been dominated by Executive branch decisions to grant
blanket protection to nationals of certain countries.

The uncertain legal basis for such Executive action, coupled with questions
of faimess and transparency in the selection of countries eligible for relief,
led to the establishment of Temporary Protected Status in 1990. However,
prior to this legislation, Congress had ratified several Executive decisions to
grant Complementary Protection by giving such beneficiaries permanent
status.

Under TPS, however, questions of scope still remain.

a. Absent the most compelling circumstances, the propensity is often
to decline to designate countries for TPS, despite the existence of
severe internal conditions. This propensity can arise from many
concems: the foreign policy impact ofthe designation; the hope that
conditions may be improved through foreign policy and international
channels; the expectation that countries in the specific region will
provide protection; and the concern that more routine designations of
TPS will create expectations and increase the "magnet effect."

b. Accordìngly, nationals of non-designated countries who, because of
their individual circumstances might face a particular threat of the
type of harm against which TPS offers protection, cannot avail
themselves of that protection.

c. There is no mechanism in TPS for nationals of non-designated
countries to claim individualized relief as a defense in removal
proceedings, and there is no independentjudicial review ofdecisions
to designate (or not) ceftain countries. Thus, the scope of protection
remains a question ofExecutive branch policy.

Issues relating to "magnet effect" are unresolved.

The TPS statute attempts to prevent a magnet effect by requiring that
aliens already be present in the U.S. by a particular date at time of
designation.

l.

J.

4.
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As a result, TPS is not available to residents ofdesignated countries
who arlive aftel the cut-off date, even if conditions worsen in that
country, and even if forced return to that country is impracticable.

Aftet-aniving aliens from the designated country who are not
recognized as asylees must therefore depend on the same type of
informal "non-enforcement" mechanisms that were enployed prior
to the enactment ofTPS, and which TPS was intended to replace, to
be protected agains| refoulemenl.

Also, due to factors mentioned in the following sub-heading, TPS
may neverlheless act as a magnet for aliens who flee conditions of
harm or danger with the expectation that TPS will be granted at some
point iu the future.

5. Issues relating to "durable solutions" are unlesolved.

b.

While the assumption may be that aliens from designated countries
can safely return (and will be returned ifunder orders ofdeportation)
when a designation is allowed to lapse, there is little evidence that
such returns take place.

For example, when TPS ended for El Salvador, beneficiaries from
that country were granted the "older" form of Complernentary
Protection, DED, for an additional2-3 years. Eventually, many will
be granted permanent resident status by qualifying for suspension of
deportation.

Some analysts assert that "temporary" protection in most cases is a
frction, and suggest that when the decision is made to grant TPS, it
be treated as a decision to increase permanent legal immigration.
('l'his could be accomplished by requiring an offset against legal
immigration in other categories.)

Perhaps most significantly, and unlike the Refugee Act of 1980, which is

closely tied in its definitions and scope of protection to the 1967 Protocol,
TPS is a sui generis form of relief not arising from or tied to any specific
international understandings or agreements. As noted in llugo Storey's
paper, it shares this characteristic with other forms of Complementary
Protection.
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Perspectivcs on Justiciability of Claims for Complementary Protection: The Example
of fhe Convcntion Against Torture.

Convention Against Torture - Basic Authorizations

2.

The Convention was signed by the United States on April 18, 1988, and
ratifred by the United States Senate on October 27, 1990.

a. The Senate ratified with several reservations, understandings, and
declarations that speak to the scope and justiciability of claims for
protection under the Convention.

b. One ofthe most significant ofthese was that Articles 1 through 16 of
the Convention was not "self-executing." This led the Board of
Immigration Appeals in 1998 to hold that neither it nor the
Immigration Courts have jurisdiction to hear claims for protection
under the Convention in the absence of specific legislative and
regulatory authorify. Matter of H-M-V-,Int. Dec. 3365 (BIA 1998).

Congress in October 1998 provided that specific authority, directing the
Attorney General and the Secretary of State to issue regulations
implementing the Convention, subject to the reservations, understandings,
and declarations of the Senate when it ratified the Convention. Section
2242 oftheForeign Affairs Reform and Resftucturing Act of 1998, Division
G ofPub. L. No. 105-277, 112 Stat. 26&l-761,822 (Ocr.21, 1998).

Interim regulations to implementthe Convention were issued on February 19,
1999, effective March22,1999. 64 Fed. Reg. 8478.

Legal Scope of Protection Under CAT

I . The regulations implementing the CAT have been drawn so as not to expand
upon the protections that a literal reading of Article 3 would grant. This is
in accord with several directives ofCongress.

a. Specific Inlenl: Regulations require that there be a specific intent to
inflict severe pain or suffering, and that acts resulting in
unanticipated pain or suffering are not torlure. 8 C.F.R.

$$ 208.18(a)( 1),(5). Consistent with Understanding (1)(a) of U.S.
Senate, and with rulings of Committee Against Torture and European
Court of Fluman Rights.
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d.

b. Pur¡toses ofTorlare: Regulations require tl'rat acts causing sever.e pain
and suffering be inflicled for specific purposes such as to exlracl
infolmalion or confession; to punish; or to intimidate. 8 C.F.R.

$ 208.18(a)(1). This is consistent with the Alticle 1 definition.

Results of Torture/Mental Pain and SuLfering: The act in question
must result in severe pain and suffering. 8 C.F.R. $ 208.18(a)(1).
Mental pain or suffering may constitute tolture ifit is prolonged and
resulting from either severe physical pain and suffering or
administration of mind-altering substances to profoundly disrupt the
senses or personality, or threat of imminent death or threatened death
ofa third person. This irnplements Senate Understanding (1)(a).

Cir cumstances oJ Torture : SenateUnderstanding ( I )(b) stated that the
definition oftoture is intended to apply only to acts directed againsf
persons in the offender's custody or physical control. This is
implemented at 8 C.F.R. 208.1 8(a)(6).

Awareness by Olficial Perpetrator ofTorture: Senate Understanding
(1)(d) states that "acquiescence" of public official requires that the
official be aware, prior to the activity constituting torture, of such
activity and thereafter breaches his legal responsibility to intervene
to prevent it. This is implemented at I C.F.R. 208.18(a)(7).

Punishmenl as Lawful Sanctions: Senate Understanding (1)(c) stated
that torture does not include judicially-enforced sanctions, but that
State parties cannot, through official authorization ofsuch sanctions,
defeat the object and pulpose of the Convention. Regulations thus
state that lawful sanctions causing pain and suffering do not
constitute torture unless they are intended to defeat the purpose ofthe
Convention. 8 C.F.R. 208.1 8(a)(3).

Lesser forms of " inhuman and degrading trealmenl " nol a basis Jbr
protection: Following Article 16 ofthe Convention, the regulations
specify that forms of inhuman and degrading treatment that do not
rise of the level of torture do not provide a basis for protectio¡r. See
64 Fed. Reg. 8,418,8,482 (Feb. 19, 1999). This creates a potential
conflict on the question of scope between the U.S., which will limit
protection to cases oftorture, and European nations that recognize the
potentially broader scope of "inhuman and degrading treatment" as

a basis for rnandatory protectioÍr.
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2. The level ofspecificity in these regulations, while not obviating the need for
furtherjurisprudential development, will clearly guide the determinations of
Immigration Judges and the BIA and thus determine the direction of U.S.
implementation of its obligations under the CAT. This is in contrast to the
relatively open-ended statutory directives relating to asylum, in which both
administrative and Federal courls have had a more free hand in setting forth
basic guidelines and principles.

Justiciability of CIaims Under the Torture Convention

l. The Attorney General is charged with the authority to remove from the
United States aliens who a¡e inadmissible or deportable as defined by the
Immigration and Nationality Act (INA). (This does not cover matters of
extradition.). The Attorney General has delegated this authority chiefly to
the Immigration Judges and the Board of Immigration Appeals.

The United States currently implements its obligation of non-refoulement
under Article 33 ofthe Refugee Convention through section 241(bX3) ofthe
INA ("withholding of removal"). This section requires the Attorney General
to withhold removal of an alien to a country where it is more likely than not
that the alien's life or freedom would be threatened on account ofhis race,
religion, nationality, membership of a particular social group, or political
opinion. See INSv. Stevic,467 U.S.407(1984). In contrast, asylun under
section 208 ofthe INA is a discretionary grant of relief premised on the well-
founded fear standard. See INS v. Cardoza-Fonsecø 480 U.S. 421 (1987).

'fhe regulations provide for two forms ofreliefto fulfill the non-refoulement
obligation of Article 3.

a. Withholding of Removal (8 C.F.R. 9208.16(c)).

(1) All other avenues ofpossible relieffrom removal, including
asylum and withholding of deportation, must be fully
adjudicated before consideration of an application for relief
under the CAT. Only if other relief is not available will a
claim for protection under Article 3 be considered.

In considering any application for relief under the
Convention, an Immigration Judge must "first determine
whether the alien is more likely than not to be tortured in the
country ofremoval." 8 C.F.ll. g208.16(a)(c)(a). The burden
of proof is on the applicant, but if the applicant testifies
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credibly, such testimony can be sufficient to carry his
evidentiary burden.

(3) An applicant granted this form of relief stands in the same
shoes as an applicant granted reliefunder section 2a 1@)(3) of
the INA (withholding of removal to implemerf Article 33 of
Refugee Convention). There is no attendant grant of
permanent resident status, and the applicant cannot be
removed to the country in which torture would occur unless
his grant of relief is terminated in an administrative
proceeding.

b. Deferral of Removal.

If an applicant is statutorily barred from withholding of
removal under section 241(b)(3) ofthe INA for grounds such
as being convicted of a particularly serious crime, having
engaged in persecution, or constituting a danger to the
community or a risk to national security, the applicant may
nonetheless be granted a more limited form ofreliefunder the
CAT, entitled "deferral of removal." I C.F.R. $ 208.17(a).

Deferual of removal is a limited form of relief. The applicant
granted relief must be informed by the Immigration Judge
that removal to his country of nationality shall be deferred
only until such time as the defenal is terminated. The
Immigration Judge also shall notify the applicant that:

(a) Deferral ofremoval does not confer upon an alien any
lawful or permanent status in the United States.

Defenal of removal will not necessarily result in the
alien's release lrom detenlion.

Defenal is only effective until terminated.

Deferral is subject to review and termination if the
Immigration Judge or the Ëloard determines that it is
not likely that the alien would be tortured.

Deferral does not prevent the applicant's removal to
a country other than the one in which tofiure is feared.
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4. Meeting the Burden of Proof. In assessing whether it is more likely than not
that an applicant would be tortured in the proposed country of removal, all
evidence relevant to the possibility of future torture shall be considered,
including, but not limited to:

b.

Evidence of past tofiure inflicted upon the applicant;

Evidence that the applicant could relocate to a part of the country of
removal where he or she is not likely to be tortured;

Evidence ofgross, flagrant or mass violations ofhuman rights within
the country ofremoval, where applicable; and

Other relevant information regarding conditions in the country of
removal. 8 C.F.R. g 208.16(c)(3).

Appeals.

Appeal of Immigration Judge decisions on CAT relief may be taken
by either the applicant or the INS to the BIA as part ofreview of a
final order entered by the IJ, and are subject to the samejurisdictional
and procedural rules as other final orders.

An applicant may seek judicial review of an adverse BIA decision
denying CAT relief; such appeals are bound by the same statutory
conditions applying to other immigration matters. 8 C.F.R.
208.18(e).

Perspectives on the Role ofJudges in CAT Adjudications

Immigration Judges and the BIA (and the Fede¡al courts which review their
decisions) play a central role in the U.S. system both in adjudicating
individual claims for asylum and Article 33 non-refoulement, atd (inthe case
of the BLA. and Federal courts) in interpreting and articulating the legal
principles that guide all decision-makers in this area.

As noted, the statutes relating to asylum and non-refoulemenl are
general in nature; section 208 ofthe INA, for example, states that the
Attorney General may grant asylum to aliens present in the U.S. who
meet the statutory definition of "refugee."

d.

b
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3.

4.

b. Such general language has left a wide scope ofdiscretion forjudges
on questions such as: what constilutes a "well-founcled" fear; what
level of harm amounts to persecution; whether persecution can be
inflioted by non-State agents, and what evidence of motivation is
necessary to determine that the persecution has a nexus to one ofthe
five protected grounds.

In contrast, Immigration Judges and the BIA have had virtually no role in
adjudicating or determining the scope of Complementary Protection.

Under the statutes and regulations implernenting the Convention Against
Torture, judges are given a role that appears similar to that which they
possess in asylum adjudications. Claims are determined on an individual
basis, with no "blanket" designations ofprotected countries. I-Iowever, there
are significant differences.

a. Congress, in ratifying the CAT and in calling for its implementation,
expressed in greater detail its understandings regarding the meaning
of the Convention; these understandings have been captured in the
regulations which, in turn, are binding on Immigration Judges.

b. Accordingly, the regulations provide a far more detailed template for
decision-rnaking, one that sets forth specific standards regarding
questions such as the level of harm that constitutes torture, the
identity ofthe party inflicting torture, and the relationship between
torture andjudicially-sanctioned punishment. Thus, the adjudicatory
role, while enhanced, is not equivalent to that exercised in the area of
asylum.

Other options for implementing the CAT might have been considered.

a. For example, Immigration Judges might have been authorized to
grant withholding ofremoval (no n-refoulemenl) within the context of
$ 241(bX3) to those who failed to qualify for such reliefbecause they
could not meet the "on account of' standarcl, but who could
nevertheless establish the likelihood that they would be torlured.

This would have left CAT detenninations within the ordinary
scope of cuuent determinations in asylum and withholding
cases, perhaps without the need for such detailed regulations.

This approach also would have left in place the exclusion
clauses barring serious criminals, persecutors, those who have
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6.

engaged in genocide, and threats to national security from
gaining protection. As the law and regulations stand, such
persons will be eligible for CA'l' relief.

(3) However, this approach would have been criticized as not
fully implementing the mandates of Aúicle 3, which provides
no such exclusions from protection, even for serious criminals
and persecutors.

b. Another option would have been to grant blanket CAT protection on
a country-by-country basis, as in the case of 'îPS, with designations
being made in the case ofcountries with an established record ofthe
widespread use of torture. Again, this would have been criticized
both as granting relief to applicants who may not deserve it, and
withholding relieffrom applicants who do (applicants from countries
where toÍure is not as widespread, but in which they individually
would face a real risk oftorture).

Thus, the Attorney General chose the option ofproviding anew form ofrelief
to be adjudicated in removal proceedings. Granting such authority to
Immigration Judges is suppofied by the following considerations:

a. Determinations under CAT seem more appropriate for judicial
involvementthan other forms of Complementary Protection precisely
because the standard for obtaining reliefis high (as opposed to TPS),
and the factual determinations so intricate (similar to asylum).

b. Issues such as specific intent, the purposes of toÉure, and the likely
results of harm that may be inflicted are complex and may best be
determined in a quasi-judicial forum.

Likewise, the "adversarial" process ofsuch proceedings allows a free
flow of evidence tending to establish or diminish the likelihood of
torture.

d. Judicial authorities are inthe bestpositionto consider whether rulings
from other jurisdictions regarding CAT relief are well-reasoned, on
point, and ought to be considered in the decision-making process.

There are potential downsides, however, to giving such jurisdiction to
Immigration Judges.
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Most applicants who can meet the burden of proving that they are
more likely tlìan not to be tortured with the acquiescence of offrcial
authorities and under conditions of specific intent are likely to be
found eligible for asylum or withholding ofremoval. Such applicants
have a limited need, if any, for the protections of the CAT.

Those who will beneht from the Convention will likely, therefore,
fall into two categories:

Those with non-meritorious claims who will seek to use
claims under the CAT as a means of prolonging their
proceedings; and

Those who are ineligible for asylum or withholding of
removal due to serious criminal activity or other severe
derogatory factors.

As a result, an increased adjudicatory burden may be borne for the
immediate benefit of applicants who do not present particularly
desetving circumstances. While that burden will serve the high
purposes that underlie the Convention, it will nevertheless produce
further strain in a system already saddled with delays.

These concerns may not override the advantages in givingjudgesjurisdiction
over these claims; however, they ought to be considered in deciding whether
to expand the jurisdiction to immigration and refugeejudges in the realm of
Complementary Protection.

Since the Convention has been fully in force in the U.S. for less than one
year, the full impact cannot yet be determined. In addition, it is too early to
tell how the "template" provided by the CAT regulations will be interpreted
and applied, and what new issues will ernerge.

1. The question of"scope" is really two questions:

a. Who will be protected, or put another way, against what
circumstances and levels of risk of harm will protection be offcred?

(l)

(2)

7.

L

v. Answcring thc Critical Questions: The Role of the 'rlmmigration Bcnch"

Scope of Cornplementary Protection
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2.

b. What protection will be given; that is, temporary, conditional, or
pennanent?

Pressure to advance the scope of Complementary Protection will come from
two sources: those who advocate Complementary Protection as a "break
wall" against a further influx of applicants into an already-overburdened
asylum process; and those who advocate it as needed protection against
potential severe violations ofhuman rights.

Immigration and refugee judges can play a useful role in identifying the
common ground between these perspectives, and in clarifying the
intemelationship between the two aspects of "scope" mentioned above.

Judges, for example, cannot be indifferent to questions ofinequality ofaccess
to schemes ofprotection, parlicularly when such inequality arises from social
circumstances that are no fault ofthe potential applicant.

b.

Thus, one potential point of common ground may be to ensure that
such members of "vulnerable categories" first are able to apply for
refugee or asylum status, and second, receive enhanced consideration
in cases when return to their home country would place them in
positions of severe physical danger or social disenfranchisement.

This neither requires expanding the categories ofpersons recognized
as refugees, nor obviates the ongoing discussion and litigation ofsuch
claims. Compare Matter of Shøh and Islam (House of Lords, 1999)
with Matter of R-l-, Int. Dec. 3403 (BIA 1999). In other words, the
difference ofopinion on whether such claims ought to be recognized
under the Refugee Convention should not foreclose discussion ofhow
such persons may receive complementary forms of protection.

For example, in Matter o.f R-A-, supra at 25, the Board
majority that rejected the applicant's claim that the status of
being a battered spouse qualified her as a refugee, also
suggested that prosecutorial discretion could be exercised not
to return the applicant to her home country.

Defining a more formal process for judges to recommend (or
grant) defenal of removal to applicants who would face a
clear prospect of hatm uport return is clearly an appropriate
role for immigration and refugee judges.

4.

(1)

(2)
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d.

Some will disagree with this proposition, arguing that the availability
of such lowerJevel protection will prevent judges fi-om addr.essing
and expanding relief in "cutting-edge" types ofrefugee claims.

(1) However, even under a more expansive view of refugee
protection, there will continue to be applicants who fail to
qualify, but whose circumstances are such that return to their
home country wjll be considered inhumane or impracticable.

(2) In addition, increased consideration of Complementary
Protection does not seem to have stifled efforts to bring new
types of claims within the scope of the refugee Convention.
Novel claims to protection (homosexuals, battered women,
those fleeing coelcive sterilization or abortion) continue to be
pressed, and in many cases recognized.

F'inally, some are skeptical of Complementary Protection from
another standpoint: they see the offer of protection outside the
boundaries that have been agreed upon in the Refugee and Toúure
Convention as evading those boundaries, and leading to a dynamic
where limitations built into such agreements will only create agitation
for new and broader protection obligations.

One way to get past this controversy is to state some fundamental
assumptions:

(1) First, a grant of Complementary Protection in a host country
should not constitute a banier to seeking relief under the
Refugee convention.

(2) Second, the fact that certain categories ofharm are recognized
as abasis for granting Complementary Protection should not,
by itself, cut off consideration of such categories for
protection under the Refugee convention.

Third is the obverse ofthe second: recognition ofsuch claims
for Complementary Protection does not create a presumption
that they should be considered as a basis for protection under
the Refugee convention.

Judges also can play a unique role in defining the câtegories of inclividuals
most deserving of consideration for Complementary Protection.

(3)

5.
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a. Judges are most directly aware of the types of claims that present
deserving circumstances, but fall outside the definitiol of"refugee.,'

b. Judges also are aware ofthe diffrculties ofproofor evidence that may
arise with certain types ofclairns, or ofother factors that make cedain
types of claims less deserving than they may originally appear.

Specific standards are suitable in defining the scope ofprotection.

a. General Scope

The Organization ofAfrican Unity extends protection to those
who have fled "external aggression, occupation, foreign
domination, or events seriously disturbing the public order."

While this describes the types of conditions that may give rise
to valid claims for Complementary Protection, it fails to
specify a critical element: linking specific harm to a specific
inability to return.

In this regard, the standard for invoking TPS in the United
States might provide a useful example: "an ongoing armed
conflict within the state, [due to which] requiring the return of
aliens who are nationals ofthat state . . . would pose a serious
threat to their personal safety."

In addition, TPS includes as protective factors earthquakes,
floods, droughts, or other natural/environmental disasters, as

well as a residual category: extraordinary and temporary
conditions that prevent the returr ofnationals ofthat state in
safety.

b. Exclusion Clauses

Although the Convention Against Torture includes no
exclusion clauses, it is questionable whether forms of
Complementary Protection premised on lesser threats ofharm
should be extended to all applicants, without regard to
adverse individual factors.

Thus, it seems appropriate to bar from such relief applicants
who have committed serious crimes, have engaged in
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7.

persecution, or are otherwise legitinìately considered as f.isks
to national safety or security.

The TPS standard, however, is designed to be employed in connection with
nationality-based, blanket grants of temporary status that are determined by
the Executive. Thus, they are guidelines for decisions being made by
political officers in the Executive branch. As observed, there always will be
a place for such "blanket" determinations, for purposes of foreign policy,
immigration control, and administrative efficiency. The guidelines suitable
for guiding such decisions may not be suitable for guiding case-by-case
determinations to be made by immigration and refugee judges.

a. If Complementary Proteclion takes the next step, moving to a form
of relief available to individuals from any count(y can apply for as a
means ofprotection against removal, a definition such as that use in
TPS will have to be more specific.

b. In this project, the Convention Against Torture offers a useful
example.

(1) Protection under CAT is linkedto specific actions under-taken
by specific parties. This has the effect ofclearly spelling out
who is protected against harm, and who is not. (Compare
Afticle 1 of the Cz\T with Article 16).

(2) While the general scope of Complementary Protection
presumably would be more broad than under the CAT, it will
be important to fashion dehnitions of similar clarity. For
example, not all levels ofwarfare or civil strife should compel
an internationally-based obligati on of non-reþulement, and
not all levels ofprivation due to vulnerable social status will
merit protection.

To gain widespread acceptance, the focus of Complementary
Protection ought to be clear and directed against the most
severe circumstances. Ifdefinitions are stringent and adhered
to, the potential "magnct eflfect" will be reduced once putative
applicants see that this not an open-ended source of relief.

In the author's view, defining the scope of Complementary Protection in a

clear, specific, and limited manner achieves three objectives:

(3)
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9.

b.

First, it will focus this form ofprotection where it is most needed: the
"vulnerable categories" of de facto refugees for whom removal to
their homelands would genuinely constitute an "exceptional and
extreme" hardship, beyond that which is normally attendant upon
repatriation, even to a country undergoing signifìcant difficulties.

Second, adhering to such a strict standard could obviate the need to
"close off' eligibility for Complementary Protection at a particular
date ofentry (such as that under TPS in the U.S.), without producing
a magnet effect.

Third, Complementaty Protection should give priority to the most
compelling cases, regardless of the date of their anival in the host
country. Part of the price of assuring that such protection does not
become a magnet is that lesser forms of risk or harm will not be
considered grounds for prolection.

Finally, the implementation of the CAT in the United States also offers a
useful model for the scope ofprotection offered. An applicant without claim
to legal status receives an o¡der of removal; enforcement of that order,
however, is withheld or defemed due to the likelihood of torture. Similarly,
applicants for a broader scope of Complementary Protection could be subj ect
to normal proceedings to determine removability, and granted reliefas aform
of temporary protection against removal.

Justiciability: What Is the "Best Practice?"

1. Assumption: Complernentary Protection cannot be administered on a "one
procedure fits all" basis in host countries.

Certain types of claims under the Complementary Protection rubric
will be readily amenable to case-by-case judicial adjudication (e.g.,
protection under the Convention Against Torture), while others may
be more readily amenable to blanket temporary protection offered at
the executive level (e.g., protection against return to countries
engaged in severe civil conflict). (See paragraph 2 below).

In addition, certain aspects of Complementary Protection will be
implemented outside of ourjurisdictions, further curtailing any direct
role forjudges. (See paragraph 3 below).

Discussions such as this can help to identify what types of claims are
suitable for the differing ar.rangements that may arise.
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"Case-by-Case" vs. "Blanket" Grants of Protection.

As discussed previously, relief such as that offered under the
Convention Against Torture may best be adjudicated on the same
individualized, case-by-case basis offered in asylum proceedings.

(l) In cases where an applicant's burden ofproofis high, there is
a greater need for fair and transparent procedures to ensure
that the applicant is accor.ded due process in meeting that
burden. Otherwise, there could be the appearance of an
administrative mind-set to reflexively deny such claims.

Under the CAT, the elernents that must be proven to qualify
for relief, and the level of proof required, are sufficiently
stringent forapplicants to deserve a quasi-judicial proceeding.

In contrast, reliefsuch as that offered by Temporary Protected Status
may adequately be "adjudicated" by a blanket grant ofprotection to
aliens already present in the country.

Where the applicant's burden ofproof is low and the "grant
rate" very high, there is less concern for an absence of due
pfocess.

Under TPS, where the basic eligibility for protection is
determined by nationality and date of entry, the currcnt
process of application to the INS is sufficient - at least for
aliens whose countries have been designatecl for protection.

In addition, TPS offers a great deal of flexibility in
determining when a period ofprotection should end. If such
claims were done case-by-case, and the standard was no rnore
strict than that currently used for TPS decisions, adjudicators
would likely never see the end ofsuch cases.

Proposals to increase case-by-case adjudication ofCornplenrentary Protection
claims.

Some American commerìtators (e.g., Martin and Sohoenholtz),
recommend that interests of protection and immigration control
would better be served by a system which adjudicates clairns f'or

(2)

(1)

(2)

(3)

3.
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temporary or complementary pl'otection on a case-by-case basis, as
with asylum.

Suchproposals are designed to addressed threeperceived deficiencies
in "blanket protection" models such as TPS.

(i) First, the fact that current benefits are limited only to
nationals of designated countries, and the process of
designation is not transparent.

Second, the fact that, despite the intention that TPS be the
exclusive form of complementary or temporary protection
under U.S. law, other forms of protection have arisen to meet
human rights or diplomatic exigencies. (This process also is
criticized as non-transparent).

Third, the fact that TPS creates a pool of "temporary"
refugees with no specific strategy for providing a durable
solution of resettlement or repatriation when the period of
designation comes to an end. Granting permanent status
usually requires an act of Congress, resulting in disparate
treatment of different nationalities.

The proposal also is designed to address concerns arising out of
" expedited procedures " cvrently employed at U. S. ports of entry.

(1) These procedures allow immigration enforcement off,rcers to
enter orders ofremoval in the cases ofaliens who ar¡ive with
no valid entry documents, or fraudulent entry documents.

(2) All such "arriving aliens" have an opportunity to seek asylum,
but must first establish that they have a "credible fear" of
persecution. (In practice, this is similar to the "manifestly
unfounded" standard employed in Europe - about 80 to 85
percent of claimants are found to have a credible fear and go
on to full asylum hearings.)

(3) Martin and Schoenholtz are concerned that such procedures
could improperly "screen out" applicants who could benefits
frorn Complernentary Protection even if they do not qualify
for asylum. Thus, they propose that such aruiving aliens be
permitted to apply for Complementary Protection as well.
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Martin and Sohoenholtz propose that issues of asylum ol temporary
protected status be determined on a case-by-case basis as early as
possible after entry. Such a process would be more transparent and
deserving aliens from any country could seek all of the benefits
available under U.S. law. They also propose an "automatic" system
to grant permanent status to long-term beneficiaries of temporary
protection.

The proposal merits consideration, particularly due to its
comprehensive scope. However, some questions remain:

(1) Only a small minority of asylum applicants are identified at
pofts of entry. Most enter surreptitiously or enter on valid
temporary visas and overstay, and only then apply for asylum.

(a) As a result, most claims for Complementary
Protection would actually be adjudicated as "add-ons"
to removal cases once it was determined that the
applicant is not eligible for asylum. This would
further delay proceedings.

(b) Incentives, such as time deadlines, could be
considered to encourage such persons to apply shortly
after their entry for asylum or Complementary
Protection. But such incentives have proven to be
imperfect in getting migrants to promptly apply for
asylum.

The heart ofthe Martin-Schoenholtz proposal - to increase
case-by-case adjudication and move away from blanket
determinations - could achieve the goal of identifying and
"locking in" immigration status in cases oflarge influxes of
migrants that are apprehended at the time of entry. In some
cases, however, blanket determinations will be the only viable
option from the standpoint of administrative efficiency and
resources.

Despite the effort to address issues of retum, this proposal
(like many others) is more specific with regard to what should
be done .fnr lhe applicant in order to ensure access to
protection, and far less specific on what should be done óy the
applicant to ensure that the host country's hospitality is not
worn out or abused.

(2)

(3)
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(b)

(c)

This is an endemic problem: Decisions on the types of
protections and procedures that will be provided are
within the control of the host Government. Decisions
to return to the home country, however, are less easily
controlled, particularly in open and democratic
societies.

Deportation (forced removal) is a critical tool to
ensure the integrity of the system, but is difficult to
enforce on a universal basis. A policy of return for
those not granted protection in the first place, and
those whose period of protection has expired, will
always depend upon a certain degree of voluntary
compliance.

To address this dilemma, proposals for
Complementary Protection should consider more
concrete measures for the "end game."

As discussed above (under "Scope"), this
could include "locking in" the status of
immigration status of those granted
Complementary Protection as soon as possible
after their anival in the host country, with the
aim ofpreventing lengthy procedures prior to
removal once the period of protection has
ended. Cunently in the U.S., this is nol done
in oases of TPS; proceedings are most often
closed when TPS is granted, and need to be
re-opened, often years later, to determine the
issue of removability.

This also could include detention ofapplicants
who are denied both asylum and
Complementary Protection and who have no
legal immigration status, pending their
¡emoval. A system of parole and controlled
supervision, similar to that used in the
oriminal justice system, theoretically could
achieve many of the "control" benefits of
detention. (Such systems are currently being

D

iÐ
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4.

designed in the U.S., but have not yet been
implemented.)

iiÐ "Locking in" of status does not mean that an

alien loses eligibility to "adjust" status in the
oase ofan intervening event, such as approval
of a family-based ot employment-based
immigrant visa. But since such cases are the
exception, not the rule, the benefits oflocking
in status would seem to outweigh the costs.

Notwithstanding any ofthese concerns, the Martin-Schoenholtz proposal can
be auseful point ofdeparture in determining "bestpractices" for adjudicalion
of claims for Complementary Protection. That task should begin by
identifying the fundamental values that such a system should recognize and
protect.

b

Preservation of administrative .flexibility. Even as we discuss
proposals that would move away from a system of Complementary
Protection that is heavily reliant on ad hoc Executive decisions, we
must keep in mind the reality that Governments will always require
a significant measure of flexibility and control over the conditions in
which newcomers, particularly large influxes, are treated. This does
not mean that the search for basic, minimal standards of legal
protection and due process should not continue. But the articulation
of those standards must respect the legitimate needs of national
sovereignties as they balance issues of immigration control, foreign
policy, and their international protection obligations.

Transparency. The immigration bench has an importaft role to play
in ensuring transparency in its own decision-making, and encouraging
to the greatest extent possible Íanspar-ency in decisions rnade by
other Government entities in the realm of protection. Legislation
such as TPS in the United States provides a coherent and specific set
of criteria for offering such proteclion, even if the process of
designating countries may not be as open as some would like. The
goal of perfect transparency will always fall victim to the concerns
expressed in point (a) above; but it is nevertheless a worthy goal to
champion.

Appropriate use ofjudicîol resources. The immigration bench also
should have significant input regarding how its scarce resources are
utilized.
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The experience ofthe Haitian "safe haven" program suggests
that where a firm commitment to providing temporary
protection has been made in the case of a particular
nationality, the need for case-by-case adjudication is minimal,
and does not involve the type of complex legal questions that
require quasi-judicial proceedings and formal rulings.

On the other hand, ifa scheme of temporary protection based
on criteria similar to TPS (conditions of warfare, etc.) is made
available without limitation of nationality to those who can
meet a burden ofproofto deserve such protection, ajudicial
role may be necessary.

d. Creote a mechanism for enforceablc orders of removal

The U.S. and other countries permit enfty of orde¡s of
removal by enforcement authorities at the border in certain
clearly-identifiable cases. Immigration Judges are not
involved in such determinations, although they can be
involved in resolving c.laims to asylum presented by such
persons.

'Whatever 
its merits, such a course will not be applicable to all

Complementary Protection claimants: issues of removability
may be contested ormore complex, pafiicularly for those who
have already entered the country. Such cases will come into
the normal immigration adjudicalions system.

(3) Without forfeiting the right to contest removal, proceclures
can be streamlined through the use of stipulated orders of
removal, coupled with stipulated grants of Complementary
Protection for a defìned period.

(4) The right to contest all issues - by the applicant and by the
Government - will be preserved. But often, the interests of
both parties will be served by negotiated agreement, and
adjudicatory resources will be preserved.

Idenlify cases where a "durable solution" will be necessary:

(1) Immigration ard refugee judges will often be in the best
position to see that the likely "end game" for a particular

(1)

(2)

(1)

(2)
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individual is going to be perrnanent settlement (whether or
not under lawful auspices) in the host country. Such
judgrnents will be informed by past experience with similar
claims, knowledge of country conditions, and the likelihood
ofremoval in light ofsuch conditions and diplomatic realities.

Giving authority tojudges to rend er adhoc decisions granting
permanent status could be a controversial step. In the U.S.,
authority of immigration judges to grant discretionary
"caucellation of temoval" and confer permanent resident
status was curtailed (but not eliminated) in 1996.

However, in "immigration countries" with established
categories and numerical limits on lawful admissions, much
ofthis controversy could be allayed - if grants ofpermanent
residence made by immigration or refugee judges were
"offset" by an equivalent decrease in admissions under the
established legal immigration categories. (Another option
would be to create a separate category for such admissions.)

Consistent with what has been suggested previously, such
authority should be guided by a strict standard of hardship.
(The U.S. standard under "Cancellation of Removal" is
"exceptional and extremely unusual hardship.") The futility
of efforls to repatriate also could be a factor.

(5) Such relief should not be available to those who have
committed serious crimes, engaged in persecution, or who
otherwise pose a definable risk to national safety or security.

f. Specificil/. Issues of justiciability and scope are olten not easily
separable. Claims will be justiciable in an efficient manner only if
the scope ofprotection is clearly defined (both as to what is and what
is not included) and realistic limits on delays in adjudication are
spelled out and adhered to. Permanent resettlement is not the favored
"durable solution" for most ofthe world's refugees. The provision of
Complementary Protection should not undermine that principle by
creating a scope of protection far beyond that set folth in the
Conventions relating to refugees and torture.

Whatever role is assigned to the judiciary, the executive and political
branches ofgovermnent will continue to play aparamount role in the creation
and oversight of schemes of Complementary Protection, and most certainly

(2)

(3)

(4)
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in the creation ofinternational agreements and understandings. This should
be seen less as a problem than as an opportunity. Vy'ell-reasoned and practical
input frorn the "immigralion bench" can aid a florward-thinking approach by
legal and foreign policy authorities.

Harmonization: What Can be Achieved?

ls there a need for international, minimum standards for Complementary
Protection?

The very existence of agreements such as Comprehensive Plan of
Action (CPA) (Southeast Asia), the burden-sharing for Bosnian and
Kosovar refugees, and more generalized statements such as OAU and
Cartegena declarations, expresses a recognition of international norms
for providing reliefoutside the scope of the refugee Convention.

Elements of such agreements include minimum standards of
treatment, access to essentials for daily living, and guarantees of
protection upon retum. The international community has invested
considerable resources in ensuring that these minimal standards are
met.

What principles should govern the form and contents offurther internatjonal
agreements on the subject? Is such harmonization a viable objective?

a. The IARLJ and its members are well-positioned to identify the types
of concerns that ought to be elemental in any scheme of
harmonization.

Wrile we are not "on the ground" in countries where these
conditions arise, we are clearly well aware of the range of
human miseries presented in our cases, and of how those
claims fall in (or out of) the current scope of refugee or
established humanitarian protections.

Judges also may have a more intuitive sense than they often
ate given credit for in determiuing whether the inclusion of
certain types of claims will test the boundaries of
"compassion fatigue" - although the range of views among
judges will vary widely on this question.

b.

(i)

(2)
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(3)

(t)

(2)

F-inally, our views would be imporlant regarding the integrity
of any adjudicative processes that such complemeltary
protection might entail.

Harmonization of complementary protection is a viable objective to
the extent that the goals for degree of harmonization are modest.

h light ofthe foregoing discussion ofU.S. developments, it
is clear that myriad domestic and foreign policy
considerations will always play a key role in the decisions of
individual states in this area.

This does not obviate the need, however, for international
benchmarks in this area. In the case of the CPA, for example,
the existence of international agreements and the work of
international human rights monitors made it possible for the
U.S. to participate in "durable solutions" that resulted in the
resettlement of many refugees, and the compelled return of
others.

(3) The goals ofharmonization, theref'ore, should clearly include
enabling States to ensure some stability in the burdens they
will be asked to carry, and to carry such burdens within the
overall purposes of their immigration policies.

Among the principles that ought to be considered:

Favoring regional solutions. States may be more willing to
undertake new "obligations" within their own regional
structures as opposed to more universal frameworks.

Prioritization. Choose the categories ofpersons most in need
of protection and design specific definitions and procedures
to cover those persons.

Durable solutions. Regional parlners should agree to acoept
the return oftheir nationals at an appropriate time in return for
asking olher countries to offer protection on a temporary
basis. Ilost countries, while secure in their right to seek
repatriation once the conditions for granting temporary
protection have changed, also should agree to an appropriate
level of permanent resettlement, within standards geared
toward special claims of hardship.

(1)

(2)

(3)
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Procedural standards. Due process does not require that all
claims for Complementary Protection be individually
adjudicated. Blanket designations are appropriate in certain
circumstances. If new obligations of non-refoulement are
established, however, procedures to allow "defensive" claims
for such protection should be secured.

Part of the reason for ha¡monization is to share the burden
mole equitably and to be more clear in what is and what is not
included in the regime of protection. This may have little
direct effect on the decisions ofindividual migrants, but such
policy will support the efforts of member states to harmonize
and balance the goals of protection with the goals of
immigration enforcement and integrity of existing programs
for legal immigration.

'Will the official system of Complementary Protection encourage people to
leave their home countries, and thereby risk undermining the integrity ofthe
Geneva Convention?

b.

In the U.S., a frequently-heard refrain is: "there's nothing more
permanent than a 'temporary' immigrant." The vagaries of domestic
U.S. immigration policy makes itperfectly rational to seek entry, wait
out the system, and hope to receive some grant ofpermaneff status
in the future. (The 1996 Immigration Act removed many of these
incentives from the law, but Congress in 1997 and 1998 arneliorated
those restrictive provisions for specific populations.)

In addition, as noted previously, the definitional limitations placed
into agreements such as the Refugee Convention and the Convention
Against Torture should be perceived as having some finality. If,
instead, such limitations only prompt a new round of discussion of
fiilher non-refoulement obligaÍions, these agreements will lose their
integrity, and the incentive for State padies to enter into such
agreements will be greatly diminished.

This is another reason to keep the goals of harmonization of
Complementary Protection modest: if maintained at the regional
level, with the United Nations seen more as a co-participant than a

legislator, these agreements will leave intact the understandings ofthe
prior Conventions.

(4)

(5)

t-
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The risk of encouraging flight clearly exists, but if some control
mechanisms are utilized, both in defìning the scope ofpr.otection, and
in ensuring that States can enforce orders ofremoval when conditions
warrant, the risk can be diminished. Also, it must be understood that
the risk already is present and acted-upon: aliens with no valid claims
to refugee status continue to seek illegal entry, and the legal systems
of many States are not fully-equipped to handle such cases.

Here, it is critical to note that âdvocating the 'Justiciability" ofsuch
claims should not be perceived as a means to prolong procedures and
make it more difficult to enforce removal.

f. A properly-balanced scheme of Complementary Protection, within
the framework of an overall protection program of immigration
policy and control, may actually shorten the existing procedure
ernployed to distinguish those applicants with a valid need for
protection from those whose claims are invalid.

Is differentiation of treatment appropriate between Convention refugees and
those granted Complementary Protection?

a. The traditional approach in U.S. law to issues of economic support
has been more limited than that of some other countries. Certain
categories ofthose seeking asylum or humanitarian reliefare grarÍed
permission to work (all TPS recipients, for example, receive work
authorization). Access to public benefits is far more limited.

b. Rights to family rurification (resettlement of family from abroad) is
limited to those granted permanent resident status.

Is there any justification for differential treatment of such rights,
based on the source or type ofharm? The answer seems to be "yes."

The question could be put differerÍly - is the basis of the
dìfference in treatment the source of persecution the
respective claimants have suffered, or rather, ajudgment that
not all forms of Complementary Protection need be
permanent?

What other variables could affecl the depth, level, and
permanency of protection, in addition to the source of
persecution thc respective claimants have suffered?
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(3) Such differentiation already exists in refugee law: Article 33
imposes no obligation of permanent resettlement. Neither
must a discretionary grant of asylum to a refugee be
permanent, although it most often is.

In the U.S., the traditional dividing lines that must be crossed before
one is entitled to family unifìcation and public benefits are permarent
residency, and then citizenship. It seems reasonable to continue such
distinclions (realizing that different States offer greater or lesser
relative social benefits) as a recognition that rights and privileges
mature in correlation to the connection between the migrant and the
receiving State.
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